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ABSTRACT 

 

Software metrics are essential to help software developers, testers and or administrators to develop software 

in time with quality. Coupling is one of the most significant aspects of code which impacts software 

quality. Defects are more likely to appear in the portion of the program that expose high coupling and can 

increase the overall complexity of the software.  After changes are made in such systems, testers focus on 

solving the impact that may arise due to modification of the program. To avoid this situation, the overall 

design of a software system can be evaluated before the modification and exert at least some influence on 

the overall success and quality of the product. The aim of this paper is to design an algorithm to propose a 

complexity metric that may take place due to inheritance coupling at the package level and to find the most 

dependent and centralized class that cause software defects. This paper also shows the relationship of the 

proposed metric with one of the quality attribute, modifiability, to establish the effectiveness of the metric. 

Based upon the complexity value derived from the newly proposed metric, the developers can modify the 

code at the development phase itself and reduce the complexity to some extent. This will help them to 

avoid the unnecessary waste of effort in terms of cost and time of the later phase and hence improve 

software quality. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Packages may depend on each other as 

either they require services from other packages or 

provide services to other packages. It cannot be 

fully excluded but can be managed. Coupling 

between the two packages is defined as the total 

number of direct connected between all pairs of 

their elements which can be classes or sub packages 

or interfaces where Inheritance coupling refers to 

the coupling of two classes when one class is a 

subclass of another. When the level of coupling is 

high, it increases overall software complexity. 

Software complexity affects software quality 

attributes like modifiability, reusability, reliability, 

maintainability, etc.  Reducing and controlling 

software complexity is the most important concern 

of each software development paradigm. As the 

development of object-oriented software is 

increasing, a number of software complexity 

measures being accounted for this purposes to 

improve the quality of the software. 

High Coupling is a foe of modifiability. 

Modifiability is an important software quality 

attribute that relates to the cost of change and refers 

to the ease with which a software system can 

accommodate changes. Deciding specific design 

components needs for modifiability early in the 

architecture process reduces costs and saves time, 

mainly if the modifiability needs to be flexible. 

Reducing the strength of the coupling between two 

components will decrease the cost of any 

modification that affects.  

Software metrics are thus essential to 

identify and control parameters that affect software 

which help the project managers to gain an insight 

into the efficiency of the software process, project, 

and product. Using metrics one can analyze and 

compare the data with the previous output and thus 

identify the improvements happened.  

This paper measures the complexity of the 

object oriented software system using inheritance 

coupling at the package level, which uses the CK 

metrics presented by Chidamber et al. [1] such as 

Coupling between Objects (CBO), Depth of 
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Inheritance Tree (DIT) and Number of Children 

(NOC) to identify and analyze the coupled 

components.  The complexity is measured by 

assigning different weights based on the 

dependencies between components at the package 

level. This paper performs the empirical validation 

of the proposed metrics and shows the correlation 

of the newly propose metric with modifiability. 

 The remainder of this paper is organized 

as follows. Section 2 describes the literature review. 

Section 3 explains the basics of the research work. 

Section 4 discusses the selection of metrics. Section 

5 provides the hypothesis to be proved. Section 6 

illustrates proposed complexity metric. Section 7 

describes the experimental analysis and results. 

Section 8 empirically correlates proposed metric 

with modifiability. Section 9 concludes the paper. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A recent study of Conference proceedings 

published or Journal papers in English to be 

included in this review. The papers referred and 

included were published between the year 1991 and 

2016. Key word search, using the search engines 

were Google Scholar, Scopus, IEEExplore, Elsevier 

and ScienceDirect. The majority of the software 

engineering publications was covered in these 

search engines and the search string used is given in 

the references. Totally 58 papers were identified, 14 

papers were rejected as not relevant to this research 

and included 44 papers finally. 

Chillar et al. [2] proposed a weighted 

composite complexity measure which takes into 

account different aspects of complexity, such as 

size, control structures, their nesting and inheritance 

level of statements in classes. 

Bidve et al. [3] proposed a unified 

framework for measuring coupling in object-

oriented systems from the point of implementation. 

Offutt et al. [4] presented techniques for 

measuring couplings in object-oriented 

relationships between classes, specifically focusing 

on types of couplings that are not available until 

after the implementation is completed, and presents 

a static analysis tool that measures couplings among 

classes in Java packages. 

Gupta et al. [5] proposed a metric for the 

measurement of coupling of a package. 

 Martin et al. [6] proposed and defined 

package level coupling measures such as aff erent 

coupling as the number of classes from other 

packages that depend on the classes within the 

package, and eff erent coupling as the number of 

classes from other packages that the classes within 

the package depend upon. 

Kumar [7] proposed a class complexity 

metric and correlate it with the software external 

quality attribute understandability. 

Mal et al. [8] proposed a coupling metric 

for understandability and modifiability of a package 

in Object-Oriented Design.  

Hassoun et al. [9] presented an empirical 

validation of dynamic coupling metric. 

According to Zimmerman et al. [10] 

central binaries tend to be defect prone. 

3. FUNDAMENTALS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

Packages are said to be coupled when 

there is a relationship between two packages. 

Inheritance relates packages which are established 

through the keywords extends and implements. 

When the packages in an application are strongly 

coupled it is difficult to modify and this affects the 

software quality. 

    As shown in the Figure 1 Packages follow 

a hierarchical model. The package may have sub 

packages and sub package may have further sub 

packages. Top level packages at the same level do 

not share any classes among them. The relation is 

bidirectional i.e. both the direction of inheriting 

classes is possible. In the Figure 1 P1 and P2 are 

the packages in which P1 has two sub packages 

SP1 and SP2 and P2 have sub packages SP3 and 

SP4. Sub package SP1 has SP11 and SP12 as its 

sub packages and SP3 have sub packages SP31 and 

SP32 and SP4 have SP41 as its sub package. 

 
Figure 1:  Hierarchical Model of Packages.P1 and P2 

represents high level packages. SP1 and SP2 are sub 

packages of P1.SP3 and SP4 are sub packages of P2. 

SP1 has further sub package SP11 and SP12. SP2 has no 

child. SP3 has further sub package SP31 and SP32. SP4 

have only one sub package SP41. 

 

The possible inheritance relationship between 

packages is shown below: 
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i) Classes inherits or implements within the 

same package 

ii) Classes within a sub package inherits or 

implements classes of  the parent package  

iii) Classes within a sub package inherits or 

implements classes of another sub package 

belongs to same parent package 

iv) Classes in the parent package inherits or 

implements classes of sub package 

belongs to a different package 

v) Classes in the sub package inherits or 

implements classes of sub package 

belongs to a different package 

4. SELECTION OF COUPLING METRICS 

This paper uses the following object-oriented 

metrics [1] to identify and analyze the coupled 

components.  

1) CBO: It is a count of the number of other classes 

to which a given class is coupled and, hence, 

denotes the dependency of one class with other 

classes in the design. 

2) DIT: It is the length of the longest path from a 

given class to the root class in the inheritance 

hierarchy.  

3) NOC: This is a count of the number of 

immediate child classes that have inherited from a 

given class. 

5. HYPOTHESIS 

The aim of this study is to derive an algorithm 

to identify the complexity of the software systems 

that may arise due to inheritance coupling at the 

package level. The proposed work is used to 

measure the dependencies between software 

components and empirically assess the newly 

proposed metric as the best predictor of one of the 

quality attribute, modifiability. This analysis is 

based on the hypothesis given in Table 1. 

Table 1:  Addressing  Hypothesis 
 

Hypothesis 

H0 There is no correlation between the newly 

proposed inheritance coupling complexity 

metric and modifiability 

H1 CK metrics suits to reveal the dependencies 

between elements 

H2 The proposed algorithm can determine the 

complexity of the software design   

6. PROPOSED METRIC 

Software complexity cannot be estimated 

using a single factor of software. One of the factors 

which affect the quality of software is coupling. In 

this section, we are discussing a proposed algorithm 

for measuring the complexity of the software 

system based on the inheritance coupling between 

software components at the package level. The 

objective of the proposed algorithm is to provide 

the efficient coupling complexity metric with 

respect to all other relevant metrics. 

6.1 Assignment of  Weights 

Inheritance of classes from sub package in one 

package to sub package in another package is at a 

deeper level of inheritance which is harder to 

understand and thus gives more complexity than 

else. Based on the inheritance at package level 

weights are assigned. Deeper the inheritance level 

higher the weights. The assignment of different 

weights based on the inheritance of the classes at 

the package level from 1 to 5 is shown in the 

following Table 2. No weight has assigned to the 

state in which the packages could not share any 

classes and it is mentioned as not applicable (NA) 

in Table 2. 
Table 2: Assignment of Weights  
Inherit 
Classes 

Same 
Package 

Different  
Package 

Same 
Sub 

Package 

Differen
t Sub 

package 

Same 
Package  

1 NA 2 4 

Different 

Package 

NA 1 4 2 

Same Sub 

package  

2 4 3 5 

Different 
Sub 

package 

4 2 5 3 

6.2 Proposed Algorithm 

The algorithm has been derived based on 

the weights assigned to the classes inherited in five 

different ways as shown in the Table 2. 

Inheritance Coupling Complexity at Package Level 

(ICCP) Algorithm:  

 

Input:p1 to pn packages with subpackages 

           sp1 to spn sub packages with classes 

    c1 to cn classes with number of lines  

Output:  Inheritance Coupling Complexity metric at 

Package level 

Begin 

c←0 

i←1 

foreach  p do 
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foreach sp do 

if pi (c) extends or implements pi (c+1) || pi (c+1) 

extends or implements pi (c) then 

w←1 

c←c+1 

w (1) ←w*c 

else if  spi (c) є pi extends or implements pi (c) || pi 

(c)  extends or implements spi(c) є pi then 

w←2 

c←c+1 

w(2)←w*c 

else if  spi (c) є pi extends or implements spi+1 (c) є 

pi || spi+1 (c) є pi extends or implements spi (c) є pi 

then 

w←3 

c←c+1  

w(3)←w*c 

else if  pi (c) extends  or implements spi (c) є pi+1  || 

spi (c) є pi+1 extends  or implements pi (c) then 

w←4 

c←c+1 

w(4)←w*c 

else if  spi (c) є pi extends or implements spi (c) є 

pi+1 || spi (c) є pi+1 extends or implements spi (c) є pi 

 then 

w←5 

c←c+1 

w(5) ←w*c 

else 

w (0) ←0 

end if 

endfor 

endfor 

              k 

ICm(P) =Ʃ w (j) 

              j=0 

end 

ICm(P)=Inheritance Coupling Complexity metric at 

package level for a project 

 j= index variable 

k= weights at different package levels from 0 to 5 

w = weights due to inheritance coupling 

c=Inheriting Classes 

p=package 

sp=subpackage 

7. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND 

RESULTS 

H1: CK metrics suits to reveal the 

dependencies between elements  

Based on the study of several metrics [9] it was 

found that CK metrics were related to software 

design complexity. Hence coupling between 

object–classes, Depth of Inheritance tree and 

Number of Children have chosen as the metrics to 

determine the complexity that arises due to the 

dependencies between the classes at package level 

in our experiment. As coupling well suits to 

identify the dependencies, the most dependent 

classes have been identified  from our work. 

H2: Proposed algorithm can determine the 

complexity of the software design   

The minimum value of the depth of inheritance 

should be 1 [1]. Deeper the level, higher the value 

of the DIT. Deeper trees involve greater design 

complexity with a higher probability of errors in the 

code. When an increase in the weights is assigned 

based on the hierarchical level, it results in accurate 

complexity measure when compared with the 

complexity measure where equal weights are 

assigned irrespective of the hierarchical level. In the 

proposed study, different weights are assigned 

based on the depth of inheritance of classes at 

package level.  

7.1 Data Collection 

The data collected from five small scale Java 

projects developed by the postgraduate students for 

different companies have chosen to demonstrate the 

practical aspects of the proposed algorithm. The 

total number of parent packages, its sub packages 

and classes in the five projects are shown in the 

Table 3. 
Table 3:  Number of Packages and Classes in five 

different projects 
Java 

Projects 

Project 

1 

 

Project 

2 

 

Project 

3 

Project 

4 

Project 

5 

No. of 
Parent 

packages 

4 2 2 3 2 

No. of  
Sub 

Packages 

10 6 4 9 5 

No. of  
Classes 

42 31 26 53 20 

The number of classes inherited at package level in 

a different manner for the five projects are shown in 

the Table 4. 
Table 4 :  Inheritance Coupled Classes at Package 

Level for five projects 

 

 

Coupled Classes at 

Package level 

Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Project 4 Project 5 

Classes extends from the 
same package 

5 2 3 10 4 

Classes in sub package 3 2 7 12 4 
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extends from the same 

package 

Classes in sub package 
extends classes of sub 

package belongs to same 

package 

6 4 3 5 2 

 Classes in package 

extends classes of sub 

package belongs to other 
package 

4 7 2 6 0 

Classes in sub package 

extends classes of sub 

package belongs to other 
package 

4 7 0 5 5 

 

7.2 Data Analysis and Results 

The proposed algorithm is converted in to 

Java code and executed using Eclipse Mars.2 IDE 

and MySql database. From the data shown in the 

Table 4, the complexity of the given projects is 

measured and the result of the project is shown in 

the Table 5. Figure 2 shows the inheritance 

coupling complexity output of Project1. 

 
Figure 2:  Sample screenshot of the Inheritance coupling 

complexity output of Project1 

To statistically prove that the Inheritance 

Coupling complexity is really high or low, we have 

chosen the mid-range formula Eq. (1) which is a set 

of statistical data values is the arithmetic mean of 

the maximum and minimum values in a data set and 

it is a measure of central tendency. 

 mid-range = min + (max - min) / 2              (1)                                        

mid-range – expected complexity value 

min – minimum complexity value that can be 

occurred  

max – maximum complexity value that can be 

occurred 

From Table 5 it is shown that the difference 

between the actual complexity value and expected 

complexity value obtained from project 2,3 and 4 

are high and hence more the chance to increase the 

risk which affects the overall software quality. 

From the result, we studied that the more the 

number of the class inherits in the deeper level 

results high complexity and hence we proved the 

hypothesis (H2) addressed in Table 1. 

Table 5:  Actual and Expected Value of Inheritance 

Coupling Complexity 
Projects Actual Value of  

Inheritance 
Coupling  
Complexity metric 
at Package Level 

Expected Value of 
Inheritance Coupling  
Complexity metric at 
Package Level 

Project 1 65 66 

Project 2 81 66 

Project 3 34 45 

Project 4 98 114 

Project 5 43 45 

From Figure 3 it can be easily studied the 

acceptable level of complexity of the five projects. 

 
Figure 3: Actual and expected value of Inheritance 

Coupling Complexity of the five projects. The complexity 

level of project 2, 3 and 4 are high and increases the 

chances of risk and affects the overall software quality 

8.  EMPIRICAL VALIDATION 

This section has empirically shown the 

correlation of the newly proposed metric with 

modifiability. The projects which are mentioned in 

Table 3 are allotted to four teams with two 

members of each team. The members of the team 

are of the similar category that have completed their 

postgraduate degree and working in IT industry, 

with better knowledge of Java programming. The 
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required changes for all the five projects have been 

listed to the teams and are requested to do it. Same 

work has assigned to all the teams. They have been 

asked to evaluate the effort required to modify the 

projects and rank the effort from 1 to 5 based on the 

understandability of the project and time required to 

do the modification. A lower rank indicates that 

less effort used up for modifying the program. In 

Table 6, the rank based on the effort taken by the 

four teams for modifying the five projects and their 

averages are given. 
Table 6:  Assignment of ranks for the effort taken for 

modification of the projects 
 

Projects Team (2 person) Average 

Effort I II III IV 

Project 1 1 1 2 1 1.25 

Project 2 4 5 3 4 4 

Project 3 2 3 1 2 2 

Project 4 3 2 4 3 3 

Project 5 1 2 1 2 1.5 

To statistically prove that the correlation exists 

between the ICm(P) and the effort required to 

modify the project, Spearman’s Rank correlation 

coefficient method have been used Eq. (2).  

  R =                                         (2) 

R - Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient 

d-  the difference between ranks 

n -  the number of pairs of data
 

According to this method both the variables, ICm 

(P) and Average Effort have been ranked. The 

ranking is achieved by giving the ranking '1' to the 

smallest number, '2' to the second smallest value 

and so on for the column named ICm(P) and 

Average Effort. The highest value in the column 

ICm(P) and Average Effort, will get the lowest 

ranking. Table 7 shows the order of ranking for 

both the variables. 
Table 7:  Ranking  order for the complexity value and 

the average effort taken for modification of the projects 
Projects ICm(P) Rank based 

on the 

difference 

between 

actual and 

expected 

complexity 

value 

Average  

Effort 

Rank for 

Average 

Effort 

d d2 

Project 1 65 1 1.25 1 0 0 

Project 2 81 4 4 5  -1 1 

Project 3 34 3 2 3 0 0 

Project 4 98 5 3 4 1 1 

Project 5 43 2 1.5 2 0 0 

                                                                                            

∑d2 
 

2 

From Figure 4, based on the ranks, it can 

be easily studied that more effort is needed to 

modify the more complex projects. 

 
 

Figure 4:  Ranking order for the proposed complexity 

value and the average effort taken for the modification of 

five projects. It is shown that the higher the complexity 

more the effort needed for modification. 

From the formula (2) the correlation 

coefficient between two variables ICm (P) and 

Average Effort comes out to be 0.9 at 0.037 

significance level and would be considered 

statistically significant. The null hypothesis (H0) 

stated in Table 1 is rejected from the result obtained 

and conclude that there is a strong correlation 

between Inheritance Coupling complexity and effort 

required to modify the package. Hence it has been 

revealed that the proposed metrics are valid indicators 

of modifiability. 

 9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we found the complexity of the 

object-oriented system with our newly proposed 

inheritance coupling complexity metric in Java 

software systems. We also associated our newly 

proposed inheritance coupling complexity metric 

with the software quality attribute, modifiability. 

The results have shown that more the numbers of 

classes inherit in the deeper level results high 

complexity. Also, it has been proved empirically 

that our proposed metric is a valid indicator of 

modifiability, which is one of the important 

software quality attributes. The result benefits 

software developers, administrators and testers to 

well understand the complexity of the software 

systems and to develop high-quality software. 

In future, the study can be extended by 

correlating the proposed metric with other software 

quality attributes like usability and maintainability. 

The study can be broadened by adding the 

visualization technique to easily discover the 

complex part of the software system. Also, the 

conversion of this work as a complete software tool 

must be performed. 
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